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camel Greece teddybear bouquet cheese glass

Ok I have spent this time drawing without writing. You can see what looks like a curvy glass vase 
with flowers. The most striking and recurring element is the curved shape, drawn twice as a green 
curve U shape and once as a brown U shape, the green ones at least connect to the blue element. 
The green leaves are recurring, also the yellow and orange color on the top. I felt a soft fibrous 
fabric cloth on the floor surface. 

What I am most interested in is to find the curved shape, the rest could be logic making tricks 
because it knows what the search words are. 

9:27 PM End RV. There is nothing blue. The curved shapes are there. The soft fabric is there. 
Nothing green or yellow. No glass vase. I grade this session with an F. Probably logic was wanting 
there to be a flower bouquet, I look forward to other protocols of this kind where logic will not 
know what the words are. Logic may have had a playground on this session to roam around and 
have fun, but, that is not RV. Maybe those curved shapes and the soft fabric cloth could have turned 
into something correlating, but logic had by then already played around and put so much other stuff 
that there is no point. I dedicate this session to my beloved logic who also wants to play. I might 
think about it and give this session a C, but probably an F. At least two major elements were there, 
the soft fabric and the curved shape, but with so many other false elements that we do not see on 
the target image, that weighs against any points, I have to weigh everything in together. 

Image source page https://www.etsy.com/shop/CoolCritters
Image link https://i.etsystatic.com/6552218/c/821/652/65/131/il/23c916/1668157182/il_
340x270.1668157182_c323.jpg

9:32 PM End session and notes. 


